
 

Maritime Cybersecurity Center of Excellence 

The Opportunity:  
 

Cybersecurity threats to the nation’s public and private maritime sector have been identified as a significant vulnerability. 

The private maritime sector provides for the movement of people and vital goods, including energy 

(transportation of oil and gas) and food.   

The Defense maritime sector is focused on maritime domain awareness, ensuring homeland security by 

identifying and neutralizing threats.  

The recent Brookings Institute report states, “Today, U.S. port facilities rely as much upon networked computer 

and control systems as they do upon stevedores to ensure the flow of maritime commerce that the economy, 

homeland, and national security depend upon.  Yet, unlike other sectors of critical infrastructure, little attention 

has been paid to the networked systems that undergird port operations.  No cybersecurity standards have been 

promulgated for U.S. ports, nor has the U.S. Coast Guard, the lead federal agency for maritime security, been 

granted cybersecurity authorities. The potential consequences of even a minimal disruption of the flow of goods 

in U.S. ports would be high.” 

Rhode Island has unique cyber-related assets.  

-Congressional delegation that is well-versed in cybersecurity policy 

-Academic institutions that foster collaboration in addressing cyber threats 

-Southeastern New England Defense Industry Alliance and other various stakeholder groups that have partnered 

to combat cyber threats.  

 

Rhode Island should develop the Maritime Cybersecurity Center of Excellence, which would be a formal public-

private partnership that would work with industry, academia, and government to find innovative and cost-

effective solutions for national and international maritime cybersecurity needs of business and government.  

The Vision:   

The Maritime Cybersecurity Center of Excellence provides research and development and prototyping of solutions for 

maritime cyber threats at the state, national and, as appropriate, international level. 

The Organization: 

The Maritime Cyber Security Center of Excellence would be a Public –Private partnership including:  Industry, 

Government, and Academia.  

Focused research and development, test beds, experimentation, exercises, technology adoption and technology 

transfer related to the maritime environment.   

Ideation, Incubation, Development and Transition of enabling technology solutions for protection, prevention, 

situational awareness, attack detection/response, forensics, and decision support. 

The Model: 

Maryland Cybersecurity Center of Excellence 


